Innovation Designed Around You

ERGO-EXPRESS®

Motorized Server Rack
Tug & Ramp
Bolster efficiency related to the transport of
heavy server equipment.

Motorized Server Rack Tug & Ramp
Our Mission
PHS West is a relationship
focused organization providing
innovative products for a safe and
efficient workplace.

The biggest reason I enjoy working
at PHS West, Inc. is the people. The
established family culture creates
a stress-free environment that
supports each team member with
the necessary tools to succeed.

Linc Smith

PRODUCTION TEAM MEMBER

The Ergo-Express® Motorized Server Rack Tug has changed the
way data center teams manage rack movement within their
facilities. Moving server racks previously required multiple
team members to complete a single rack movement. With our
Motorized Server Rack Tug, a single team member can safely and
effectively transport a server rack to its destination. Combined
with our Server Rack Ramp, this all-in-one system overcomes the
challenges associated with unloading crated server racks.

FEATURES

With options for universal and customized hitch plates, the
Server Rack Tug can haul various rack configurations up to 5,000
pounds with no modification to the racks themselves. Hitching
and unhitching from server racks is as simple as securing a pair
of ratchet straps. The self-leveling ramp secures to the base of
server rack shipping crates making unloading safe and efficient.
All PHS West products are backed by our 24/7 technical support
guarantee meaning you can call us anytime for product support.
With a three-year warranty on parts, optional extended warranty,
and service package options, you can tailor your level of product
support to meet your needs.
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Ergo-Express® Motorized Server Rack Tug & Ramp
MOTORIZED SERVER RACK TUG ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Every aspect of the Motorized Server Rack Tug has been
designed to bolster safety and ease of use.

FEATURES

Spring-Loaded Straps
Designed for secure transport and easy
hitching and unhitching.

FEATURES

TESTIMONIALS
“The Ergo-Express® Motorized Server Rack Tug is
one of the best investments our organization has
ever made. The tug is an integral piece in our
day-to-day operations; I do not know how we
managed before it came about.”
-EMPLOYEE HEALTH AND SAFETY MANAGER
“Ergo-Express® Motorized Server Rack Tugs
have been essential to our team’s functionality.
This product has allowed us to increase output
without having to increase our staff. We will
never operate without one again!”
-DATA CENTER LOGISTICS MANAGER

Lights

Increase visibility and awareness in dimly
lit surroundings.

FEATURES

Audible Horn Button
Announce the presence of the tug when
operating in low visibility areas or making

BENEFITS

Designed as a turnkey product, the
Server Rack Tug can be implemented
without disrupting operations. Upon
implementation, the Server Rack Tug
drastically reduces the number of
man-hours needed to complete rack
moving operations.
When combined with the Server Rack
Ramp, a single operator can quickly
unload crated server racks and transport
them to their destination. Furthermore,
the use of a Server Rack Tug mitigates
the potential for overexertion injuries
when moving server racks. Safer,
more efficient rack transportation also
reduces burnout and staff turnover.
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